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NEVER KNEW HOW MUCH I LOVE YOU,
NEVER KNEW HOW MUCH I CARE
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WHEN YOU PUT YOUR ARMS AROUND ME, I GET A

Fever that's so hard to bear, you give me fever

WHEN YOU KISS ME FEVER WHEN YOU HOLD ME TIGHT

Fever in the morning, fever all through the night
SUN LIGHTS UP THE DAY TIME

MOON LIGHTS UP THE NIGHT

CALL MY NAME AND YOU KNOW I'M GON'NA TREAT YOU RIGHT YOU GIVE ME FEVER

WHEN YOU KISS ME FEVER WHEN YOU HOLD ME TIGHT
FEVER IN THE MORNING

FEVER ALL THROUGH THE NIGHT.

FEVER IS NOT SUCH A NEW THING
A VERY MAD AFFAIR

WHEN HER DADDY TRIED TO KILL

CAPTAIN SMITH AND POCAN'TAS HAD
HE SAW "DADDY-O DON'T YOU DARE." GIVE ME FEVER

WITH HIS KISSES FEVER WHEN HE HOLDS ME TIGHT.

FEVER I'M HIS MISSUS
OH DADDY-O WHY YOU TREAT HIM RIGHT.

Amo Bm16 Amo Bm16 (light) Gb13 Bm16 Fb13 Gb13 Fb13 Bm16 Bm16
Now you've listened to my story

The point that I have made

Chicks were born to give you fever.

Be it Fahrenheit or Centigrade, they give you fever.

When you kiss them, fever if you live and learn.
Fever
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